
Chapter 3

Verbal morphology

3.1	 Introduction

This chapter outlines the morphological structure of verbs in Bunuba, leaving detailed discussion

of verbal semantics to Chapter 4. Verbs in Bunuba are minimally comprised of an auxiliary

and maximally of a coverb and an auxiliary.' The auxiliary-only construction is a simple verb

type whereas the coverb+auxiliary construction is a complex verb type. The complex verb

type is by far the most common verb structure in Bunuba. As discussed in §3.6, the simple

verb construction in Bunuba seems to be more marginal than its equivalent in comparable

non-Pama-Nyungan languages with both kinds of constructions, such as Jaminjung (Schultze-

Berndt 2000); Marrithiyel (Green 1989); Ngan'gityemerri (Reid 1990, 2000); Nyikina (Stokes

1.982); Ungarinyin (Rumsey 1982a); Warrwa (McGregor 1994); Worrorra (Clendon 2000);

and Wunambal (Carr 2000).

The two-part complex verb is tightly linked and cannot be interrupted by elements, except

by a small number of enclitics (§2.12). Usually, a given coverb can co-occur with two or

more auxiliaries (see §4.3 for a detailed discussion of the semantic effect of such contrasts).

The coverb carries much of the lexical content, whereas the auxiliary is essentially the

grammatical part of the verb inflecting for person/number categories and tense/mood and

aspectual marking. Whether a verb is simple or complex, it is finite because the auxiliary

inflects for the above mentioned grammatical categories. There are also some non-finite

constructions in Bunuba involving coverbs such as the purposive clause (see Rumsey 2000:121-

2), or uninflected imperative constructions (§3.9.5).

Example 3-1 shows a simple verb where the lexical information is expressed by the

auxiliary. Example 3-2 shows a complex verb where an auxiliary co-occurs with a coverb

yatha, which can be translated as `sit/stay'. The auxiliary, which begins with the pronominal

prefix wurr-, provides the grammatical information of core participants and tense/mood marking.
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Simple verb:

3-1 miynhiagi
0-	 ma	 -iy	 -nhingi
3sgS- MA:SAY -PAST -3sg.on
s/he said to him (MJ10.4)

Complex verb:

3-2 Yatha	 wurrayntha.
yatha	 wurr- 	ra	 -y	 -ntha
sit/stay	 3nsgS-	 RA	 -PAST -dl
They sat. (MJ7.23)

In Bunuba, the coverb precedes the auxiliary in all complex verb constructions. The

grammatical components of the auxiliary attach as prefixes and suffixes to an auxiliary root.

The prefixes include tense/mood marking and core pronominal pronouns. The suffixes include

aspect, tense/mood; and oblique pronominals. The coverb can host a small number of aspect

suffixes; coverb reduplication, conveying aspectual information, and can best be analysed as a

prefix to the coverb lexical root.

Figure 3-1 lists all of the possible elements within a Bunuba verb and the order in which

they occur. Brackets indicate optional elements. Notice that positions 4 or 8; 5; and 6 must be

present in a well-formed verb. A striking property of Bunuba is that there are only 10 possible

auxiliary roots, five intransitive and five transitive. Every verbal construction in the language

contains one of these 10 roots. In naturally occurring data, no verb has every slot filled at the

one time. The data available suggest that up to seven of these slots can be filled at any one

time.

Figure 3-1: Bunuba verb complex template

[ 	 Complex verb 	 ]
[---- Simple verb 	 ]

Coverb:	 Auxiliary:
1 (-2) (=3 )	 4- 5- 6 (-7) -8 (-9) (-10) (-11) (-12) (-13) (=14)

Coverb components:
1. lexical root
2. aspect: -wa and -ga
3. enclitics

Prefixes:
4. tense/mood
5. pronominal prefix:
core participant reference

Root:
6. root
RA
RA2
MA
MA2
NI
YHA
WU
WU2
NGARRI
NA

Suffixes:
7. reflexive/reciprocal
8. tense/mood
9. number: -nthal -g(v)
10. subordinate marker: -nya
11. directional: -ali
12. habitual: Agarri 2

13. oblique pronominal
14. enclitics
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There is some variation in ordering which is not shown in the template. Rumsey (2000:75)

states that the ordering is invariant up to and including the subordinate marker, but that the

directional and oblique pronominal suffixes may alternate in order, as may the oblique

pronominal and habitual suffixes. The template presented here differs from that in Rumsey

(2000) in the position of the oblique pronominal suffix and the habitual aspectual suffix.

Though both orderings are attested in my field data, the most common ordering is as presented

here. See §3.15 for exemplification of the alternative orderings (also see footnote 28, this

chapter).

3.2	 Coverb phonology

Coverbs behave similarly to nominal roots in stress assignment (§2.5). Most coverbs have

between one and three syllables; there are a handful of four syllable coverbs. As with nominals,

primary stress falls on the first syllable. In coverbs of more than three syllables, an additional

secondary stress is assigned to the third syllable.

1-3 syllables:

3-3	 wad	 go	 (1 syllable)
mila	 see	 (2 syllables)
ycijili	 dream (3 syllables)

4 syllables:

3-4 bananggarra	 steal
tharraman.ga	 sit down

When a coverb and auxiliary co-occur the stress assigned to the auxiliary is secondary

stress (examples 3-5, 3-6). This can be compared with a simple verb where primary stress is

assigned to the first syllable of the auxiliary (example 3-7), since no coverb is present.

3-5 Ythigga	 yindarigarri.
yungga	 yi(yOrr<n<Ø-yha-ngarri
send	 1R.0<mv<3sgA.PAST-YHA-HAB
He'd send us away. (NR3.3)

3-6 Mania yiyirrag.
manja yi(yi)rr-ra-g(v)
make 1R.A>3sgO.pAsT-RA2-pl
We made them. (JmM2.3)

3-7 jiyirrmiynhingi
yiyirr-ma-iy-nhingi
1RS.PAST-MA:SAY-PAST-3SgOBL
we said to him (PB)
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3.3	 The verbal word class

Coverbs cannot occur on their own, and most commonly, auxiliaries do not occur without a

coverb. This raises the question: is the Bunuba complex verb type one word or two?

In his description of Gooniyandi, McGregor (1990:133ff) discusses the different levels of

word which exist for that language: phonological, grammatical, lexical and distributional

words. Verbs form distributional words (d-words), on the evidence that pauses occur at

d-word boundaries but are extremely rare within a d-word (McGregor 1990:134). In Gooniyandi,

as in Bunuba, the coverb and the auxiliary form a single d-word. This is further evidenced by

speaker intuitions regarding the dependency of each part upon one another. McGregor (1990:135)

states that as he worked through paradigms of verb forms, speakers never gave him an

auxiliary on its own: he was always given the full form of coverb and auxiliary. This is also

the case with Bunuba verbs. To Bunuba speakers, it is a nonsense to pronounce a coverb in

isolation. As McGregor says, "[a]lthough single d-words could be elicited and discussed in

isolation - native speakers of Gooniyandi were willing to explain their meaning to me -

smaller items could not be. Smaller items such as bound morphemes did not seem to have

psychological reality, and were not identified on the few occasions when, for one reason or

another, I cited them in isolation" (McGregor 1990:135).

The combination of coverb and auxiliary cannot be interrupted by other parts of speech

such as nominals or mode particles. It is true that some enclitics can attach to the covert), 3 but

the extreme textual rarity of this raises doubt about how serious an obstacle it is against

analysing the coverb+auxiliary verb as a single word (§2.12).

Other phonological criteria provide additional arguments for the one-word analysis. As

outlined in §2.3, coverbs are quite different phonotactically from free words in Bunuba. They

tend to end in phonemes that cannot otherwise occur at the end of free words. Further, the

combination of coverb and auxiliary affects the phonetic realisation of the verb in ways that

one would expect intermorphemically in non-verbal words. It is the view taken here that the

coverb and auxiliary are syntactically tightly linked, and that phonological evidence strongly

suggests the analysis of one-word status. On the other hand, other constructions involving the

coverb such as the non-finite purposive construction may suggest that the coverb and the

auxiliary are less tightly bound than one-word status might suggest.

In this thesis, the Bunuba verb is considered to consist of two distinct components: the

coverb and the auxiliary, which are syntactically and phonologically tightly dependent upon

each other producing a fully grammatical verb. Therefore, I suggest that Bunuba has a

construction: the 'verbal word'. The verbal word is minimally comprised of an auxiliary but is

most commonly comprised of a coverb and an auxiliary.
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3.3.1	 Coverbs

Coverbs are an open word class, as shown by the fact that they allow borrowings from

English, such as majaram 'muster', wajim 'watch' performing the function of coverbs in

Bunuba. This is also the case in Gooniyandi (McGregor 1990), Nyikina (Stokes 1982), Warrwa

(McGregor 1994). Coverbs in Bunuba take little inflection, only allowing two aspectual

suffixes (iterative and punctual) and coverb reduplication (§3.4). These suffixes differ from

aspectual marking in the auxiliary (§3.10). Approximately 400 distinct coverbs have been

documented to date. Coverbs translate into English verbs such as 'run', 'sit', 'eat', 'hit' and so

on, predominately conveying the lexical content of the overall verb.

Some other parts of speech such as nominals (particularly the 'adjectival' type) and adverbs

may appear in the coverb position. They differ from coverbs in that they are identifiable in

other word classes, through the suffixation they are able to take or in the function they

perform. The nominal nyana 'big' may take ergative or ablative case marking, for example,

whereas wad 'go' may not. Adverbs are distinguishable from coverbs in that they may appear

without an auxiliary and they modify a verb (§2.8). When nominals co-occur with a verbal

auxiliary the morphology fits the derivational type where a nominal becomes a verb (§3.10.3).

Most coverbs can occur with several different auxiliary roots, usually two or three. The

following discussion of coverbs focuses on the combination of a coverb and auxiliary root.

One of the differences in meaning between the occurrence of the same coverb with another

auxiliary root is the transitivity of the verb complex.4

In the following examples, the pronominal prefixes that occur with WU, MA, and RA are

intransitive, cross-referencing only a core subject participant. The auxiliary roots of WU2,

MA2, and RA2 require transitive pronominal prefixes cross-referencing both subject and

object participants.

3-8 wariyga+WU	 wariyga+WU2
start going/start out
	

leave for/start out for X

3-9 agandirra+MA	 ngandirra+MA2
swear	 swear at someone

3-10 ban.ga+RA
	

ban.ga+RA2
go back/come back
	

take back/bring back something

As mentioned, coverbs allow for borrowings from other languages, both traditional

Aboriginal languages and English and/or Kriol (§2.13). 5 Borrowings are particularly obvious

when an English/Kriol verb is borrowed and used in the role of a Bunuba coverb.
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3-11 Grojima yha	 ngindaji maali.
grojima	 0-yha	 ngindaji maal i
cross.trans 3sgO<3sgA-YHA this 	 creek
He crossed this creek. (MJ6.4)

3-12 Ngayi ngiyirrangi yungu lugad	 jiyirrabiyirrangi,	 Bunuba.
ngayi ngiyirrangi yungu lugad	 yiyirr-ra-biyirrangi bunuba
no/not 1R.OBL	 ADV look.after 1R.S-RA-3pl.oBL	 Bunuba
It's sort of not ours but we look after it for them, it's (all) Bunuba (Country). (B03.6)

Most occurrences of these "borrowed" coverbs seem to arise due to momentary lapses in

memory by the speaker, as temporary replacements for existing Bunuba coverbs. Some coverbs,

however, refer to processes which have only come about since European contact, such as the

mustering of stock. These are clearly stable borrowings into the Bunuba lexicon, although it

must be noted that a Bunuba coverb could be used for such introduced activities, as example

3-13 shows.

3-13 Majerima yidangarri	 bulumana.	 [mararra+WU2 'muster]
majerima yi(yi)rr-yha-ngarri 	 bulumana	 [or luwa+YHA 'drove' ]
muster	 1RA>3sgO.pAsT-YHA-HAB cattle
We'd muster cattle. (B03.22)

Some common Bunuba coverbs are set out in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1: Some common Bunuba coverbs

Coverb
	

Translation

birayga	 arrive/emerge
diyga	 find
gayga	 cut
jilaj
	

carry underarm
lirrba	 tear up
rnila	 see
agauga	 give
wad
	

go
yuagga
	

let go/send ahead

3.3.2	 Auxiliaries

Auxiliaries are the mostly grammatical, obligatory part of any verb in Bunuba. The auxiliary

carries information about participants through the prefixation of S, A and 0 pronominal

prefixes (§3.8), and through the optional suffixation of oblique pronominals to mark non-core

participant roles such as benefactive (§3.15). The auxiliary also inflects for tense, mood and

aspectual categories (tense/mood: §3.9; aspect: §3.10). All of this grammatical information

attaches to a set of ten obligatory auxiliary roots (§3.5). These roots carry information about
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semantics, transitivity and aspect. A discussion of the productivity of the coverb+auxiliary

root follows.

3.3.3	 Productivity of coverb+auxiliary root

Of approximately 400 recorded coverbs, 115 are attested to occur with two or more different

auxiliary roots. Some coverbs may occur with as many as five different roots, though the most

common situation is one auxiliary root per one coverb. Table 3-2 summarises this information.

The statistics for Bunuba are similar to those documented by McGregor (2002a:45) for the

process (= coverb) + classifier (= auxiliary) combinations in Gooniyandi.

Table 3-2: Coverb+auxiliary root statistics

No. of coverbs +	 No. of auxiliary roots

285	 1	 71
89	 2	 22
20	 3	 5
3	 4	 1
3	 5	 1

400
	

TOTAL
	

100%

The number of coverbs which combine with just one auxiliary root, or with two, is quite

large; the reader is referred to Appendix 4 for examples. The number of coverbs which

combine with three auxiliary roots is 20; some examples of these combinations are listed in

example 3-14. Coverbs which collocate with four and five auxiliary roots can be listed

exhaustively. They are shown in 3-15 and 3-16 respectively.

Coverbs+3 auxiliary roots:

	

3-14 a)	 ban.ga	 +RA	 come back
+RA2	 take X back over time
+NGARRI	 take X back

	

b)	 gurrad(ga) +RA	 hop (again and again)
+RA2	 make hop/make jump
+WU	 jump (once)

Coverbs+4 auxiliary roots:

	

3-15 a)	 garra	 +RA	 be throwing
+RA2	 go throwing X for a while
+NI	 become thrown
+NGARRI	 throw X
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b) wula(lp)	 +MA	 speak
+RA	 talk at length
+RA2	 talk to X for a while
+WU2	 denegrate

c) wulug(a)	 +MA	 have a drink
+RA	 drink
+RA2	 drink/swallow X over time
+NGARRI	 swallow X

Coverbs+5 verb roots:

3-16 a)	 uaningsa +MA	 weld/glue/permanently stick
+MA2	 weld/glue/permanently stick X
+RA2	 weld/glue/permanently stick X over time
+NI	 become welded/glued/permanently stuck
+WU2	 weld/glue/permanently stick (make into one)

b) rarrba	 +MA	 clean (away rubbish)/open up/lift up
+MA2	 clean (away rubbish)/open up/lift up X
+NI	 become clean/opened up
+NGARRI	 lift up (uncover)
+WU	 lift up (e.g., leaves lifted up by the wind)

c) yura	 +MA	 be frightened
+RA	 have fear
+RA2	 frighten X over time
+WU2	 frighten X
+NGARRI	 frighten X away

Table 3-2 shows that the number of coverbs which can occur with 2 different auxiliary

roots is 89. About half of these coverbs alternate with auxiliary roots of different transitivity

(examples 3-8, 3-9 and 3-10). There are examples of coverbs occurring with 2 different

auxiliary roots which are both intransitive or both transitive. The gloss is only given once

since it is similar regardless of which auxiliary root is used. Chapter 4 discusses in detail the

subtle difference in meaning which results from the use of different auxiliary roots.

Intransitive pairs:	 Transitive pairs:

3-17 girrgara+MA/RA
	

3-18 manja+MA2/RA2
crawl
	

make.build

3-19 julurr(a)+NI/WU
	

3-20 rawuga+RA2/YHA
marry
	

bury

Of the 89 coverbs which occur with two different auxiliary roots, the combinations of

auxiliary roots which stand out are listed in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3: Coverbs+2 auxiliary roots

no. of coverbs	 auxiliary root pairs

9	 MA/RA
8	 MA2/RA2
7	 RA/RA2
2	 MA/MA2

Before closing this section, the percentage occurrence of the auxiliary roots are listed in

Table 3-4 showing that the frequency of coverbs collocating with the RA, RA2, MA and

MA2 auxiliary roots are higher than the other combinations. As can be seen from this table,

NGARRI, and WU in particular are not commonly occurring in coverb-auxiliary combinations

in the data.

Table 3-4: Frequency of auxiliary roots

auxiliary root % occurence

MA 12.6
MA2 10.8
RA 16.2
RA2 28.3
WU 4.4
WU2 8.5
NI 6.4
YHA 9.5
NGARRI 3.3

100%

3.4	 Coverb morphology

Coverbs may take two different types of endings: aspectual markers which include

iterative/durative -wa and punctual -go; and various enclitics (§2.12). There is one type of

prefix which a coverb can take—the full or partial reduplication—which is a marker of either

durative and iterative aspect. Coverb reduplication is a productive means by which Bunuba

speakers mark aspect on the coverb. The aspectual suffixes are much less productive, as

described below.
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Coverb REDuplication

Two categories of aspect may be conveyed when the coverb is reduplicated: ITERATIVE and

DURATIVE. Coverb reduplication may also indicate that a large number of participants is involved

in the action referred to by the verb. This is one of those 'grey areas' of grammar, where

aspect shades into number. Depending on the verb, 'participant number' may refer to subject

or object. Coverb borrowings from English/Kriol can also be reduplicated to mark these

aspectual categories (for example, jaba 'chop' listed in Table 3-5).

Coverb reduplication is not limited to collocation with any particular auxiliary root, unlike

-wa ITERATIVE suffixation to the coverb which seems largely restricted to complex verbs

involving atelic RA or RA2 (see below). Although several methods of reduplication occur

(that is, first syllable reduplicated; or full reduplication; or final syllable reduplicated) the

semantics conveyed through these different types of reduplication does not appear to show a

clear pattern. Examples of reduplicated coverbs appear in Table 3-5 followed by some fully

inflected examples.

Table 3-5: Attested reduplicated coverbs

Coverb
	

REcuplicated form	 Gloss

bantha	 ban-bantha	 shoot
barra(ga)	 barr-barra	 paint up
biyga	 biy-biyj	 brand (cattle)
dimin.ga	 dimin-dimin.ga	 collect/gather
giyga	 giy-giyga	 get up
thurrga	 thu-thurrga	 come down/climb down

barrga	 barrga-barrga	 stoke (a fire)
gayga	 gayga-gayga	 cut
jaba	 jaba-jaba	 chop
jilaj	 jilaj jilaj	 carry underarm
jira	 jira jira fall
manja	 manja-manja	 make/build
nada	 nada-nada	 shorten
ngal	 ngal-ngal	 bark
wajim	 wajim-wajim	 watch
wuba	 wuba-wuba	 cook

wula	 wula-la	 talk
yatha	 yatha-tha	 sit6

3-21 Ngarragi rigawungu gaygagayga	 man, garragi.
figarragi ngawufigu gayga-gayga	 0-ma-O-narragi
lsg.on	 father	 RED-cut	 3sg0<3sgA-MA2-PAST-1sg.on
My father cut it into small pieces for me (Lit: he cut it and cut it). (CR4.85)
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3-22 Wurrga yangarri 	 garinyayuwa
wurrga	 0-yha-ngarri	 garinya-yuwa
put
	

3sgO<3sgA-YHA-HAB coolamon-Loc

wurrga yamgarri 	 ngarranyiingga jilajjilaj girangarri.
wurrga Ø-yha-ngarri	 narranyi-ingga jilaj-jilaj gi-O-ra-ngarri
put 3 sg0<3 sgA-YHA-HAE mother-ERG RED-carry ins-3sgO<3sgA-RA2-HAB
The mother would put (the baby) in the coolamon and she'd carry it under her arm (for
the long journey). (NR5.33-4)

Note that the reduplicated coverb in example 3-22 co-occurs with RA2. There seems to be

a correlation between coverb reduplication and the choice of an atelic auxiliary root: either

RA; or RA2. The following examples show how coverb reduplication and an atelic auxiliary

root combine to convey DURATIVE aspect as opposed to being formally unmarked for aspect

through the use of other auxiliary roots (in these examples, NI and MA):

3-23 giyga+NI
get.up-root
get.up

3-24 wula+MA
talk-root
talk

giy-giyga+RA
RED-get.up-root
keep.getting.up

wulala+RA
talk-RED-root
talk.at.length

Coverb suffixation marking aspect

The ITERATIVE suffix -wa and the punctual suffix -ga compete for the same position in the verb

template, position number 2. It appears that both occur at two stages of lexicalisation: (i)

readily segmentable suffixes, (ii) fossilised fused forms! Additionally it is possible (indeed

probable) that some coverbs simply end in the syllable wa or ga. The form of the iterative

suffix is morphophonologically conditioned according to the rules of fortition outlined in

§2.4, whereby -wa hardens to -ba following coverbs ending in stops, nasals and /y/.

The ITERATIVE suffix -wa is textually low in frequency. Coverb reduplication is the more

common strategy. There are only a handful of examples of ITERATIVE -wa, two of which are

shown in 3-25a and 3-26a. In the following examples -wa may be omitted as in the (b)

examples, and as one would expect, the iterative meaning is lost.

ITERATIVE aspect:

3-25 a) Burijba	 burray.
burij-wa wurr-ra-y
play-ITER 3nsgS-RA-PAsT
They kept playing (over again). (MJ1;1/97.93)

3-26 a) Wayawa	 ngay.
waya-wa	 ngi-ra-y
sing.out-ITER 1 sgS-RA-PAST
I kept singing out. (Rumsey 2000:97)

No ITERATIVE aspect:

b) Burij burray.
burij wurr-ra-y
play 3nsgS-RA-PAST
They played. (RM1.43)

b) Waya limiy.
waya	 li-ma-iy
sing.out 1 sgS -MA-PAST
I sang out once. (JnM:99)
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As evident in the examples above, the -wa ITERATIVE suffix may be readily segmentable

from the coverb. However there is a small number of coverbs (approximately 6 of the 400 or

so documented coverbs) which only ever occur with what seems to be diachronically analysable

as the -wa ITERATIVE aspect marker fused to it. In these examples -wa can no longer analysed

as a segmentable suffix (Rumsey 2000:97).

3-27 rirrwa+RA2	 pull
nyunba+YHA	 paint
warrba+WU2	 flog/pound

The PUNCTUAL suffix -ga is not particularly productive in Bunuba today (even less so than

-wa), but it is attested to occur with all auxiliary roots except RA or RA2 (since the co-occurrence

of PUNCTUAL aspect and an atelic auxiliary would be incongruous). Like ITERATIVE -wa, the

PUNCTUAL aspectual suffix seems to be in an intermediate stage of fusion. In some instances it

is a readily segmentable suffix, whereas in other cases it is fused to the coverb. The following

example shows suffix -ga in its readily analysable PUNCTUAL aspectual role.

PUNCTUAL aspect:

3-28 a) Baburru	 judinyga	 wurrwaniynhii.
baburru	 judiny-ga	 wurr-wu-aniy-nhingi
down	 bend-puNcT 3nsgS-WU-PAST-3sg.OBL
They bent down (and picked something up). (B0.2001)

No PUNCTUAL aspect:

b) Baburru	 judiny	 burraynhii.
baburru	 judiny	 wurr-ra-y-nhingi
down	 bend	 3nsgS-RA-PAST-3sg.OBL
They crouched over it. (BO/MJ1;2/98;7.264)

It certainly seems that present day Bunuba no longer has a fully productive means of

marking aspect as a suffix to the coverb. Both ITERATIVE -wa and PUNCTUAL -ga can be analysed

as such, but there are many examples where the form of the aspectual suffix has become fused

to the coverb. Coverb reduplication, auxiliary root telicity, and the more analysable HABITUAL

suffix -ngarri, are far more productive means by which verbs formally convey ITERATIVE,

DURATIVE and HABITUAL aspect in present day Bunuba.

3.5	 Auxiliary morphology

The auxiliary conveys both grammatical and semantic information contributing to the overall

meaning of finite verbs. The semantic content of the auxiliary roots is more opaque than that

of the coverbs; however, the position taken in this work is that Bunuba's ten generalised

auxiliaries are not impervious to semantic analysis, and useful observations about their semantics
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can be made. This is undertaken in detail in Chapters 4 and 5. It is the grammatical characteristics

of the auxiliaries that are discussed in the following sections.' The grammatical information

conveyed by the auxiliary includes transitivity (whether one or two core participant positions

are filled), and aspect (telicity, see §3.10.2).

Only two auxiliaries in Bunuba (MA and NA) can occur in simple verbs, the other eight

are found only in complex verbs. MA can also occur in complex verbs, while NA has only

been attested to occur as a simple verb. Table 3-6 summarises this and other grammatical

information about each auxiliary root.

Table 3-6: Auxiliary roots and their grammatical features

Verb type	 Auxiliary root	 Transitivity	 Aspect (§3.10.2)

Simple or complex: 	 MA	 intransitive	 telic
Simple only:	 NA	 Reflexive/Reciprocal	 telic
Complex only:	 RA	 intransitive	 atelic

RA2	 transitive	 atelic
MA2	 transitive	 telic
NI	 intransitive	 telic

(inchoative)
YHA	 transitive	 telic
WU	 intransitive	 telic
WU2	 transitive	 telic
NGARRI	 transitive	 telic

Each auxiliary root has various phonologically conditioned forms depending on the preceding

and/or following morphemes, except for NA which is invariant in form. There is also some

suppletion for NI in certain person/number categories (see Table 3-7). Although Rumsey

(2000) posits underlying forms of the auxiliary roots, justification for his decisions is mostly

implicit or else appears in various non-contiguous sections of his grammar (for example,

Rumsey 2000: §3.4.1; 3.4.3). The discussion below in §3.5.1 presents my arguments for the

underlying forms proposed in Table 3-6 above (which match those of Rumsey 2000). It is

these forms that are used throughout this thesis.

3.5.1	 Auxiliary roots and their underlying forms

Previously, in Rumsey (2000) and now in this work, Bunuba is described as having ten

auxiliary roots. However, Nicolas (1998, 2000) identifies only 6 roots: RA; MA; NI; WU;

YHA; and NGARRI, in her comparison of Bardi and Bunuba verbs. The difference in these

analyses can be accounted for in the following manner: firstly, Nicolas does not include NA,

because it was identified by Rumsey only after his final field work on Bunuba in 1995,

subsequent to Nicolas' field work on Bunuba; secondly, Nicolas recognises the auxiliary roots
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RA, MA and WU only without recognising for each a second homophonous form RA2, MA2,

and WU2, respectively. Rumsey (2000) and I justify the six distinct roots on both semantic

and formal grounds. The semantic aspects are dealt with in Chapter 4, where I move well past

Rumsey's (2000) analysis. The most definitive formal criterion is that the tense/mood suffixes

taken by each of these auxiliary roots differ (§3.9), so that they can be formally separated into

ten different conjugation classes (Table 3-15). Additionally, RA, MA, and WU are intransitive

requiring only one core participant, a subject, whereas RA2, MA2 and WU2 are transitive and

so require two core participants, a subject and an object. Throughout this thesis the auxiliary

roots are labelled by these representations of their phonemic forms. They appear in upper

case: RA; NGARRI etc. in example glosses.

I take the view that the underlying form of each auxiliary root appears at the surface level

when the pronominal prefix is 0-, i.e., when the S is 3sg or when a 3sgA acts on a 3sgO. The

intransitive auxiliary roots' underlying forms are: /ra/; /ni/; /ma/; and /wu/ whereas the transitive

auxiliary roots' underlying forms are: ha/; /ma/; /wu/; /yha/; and Lnzarri/. The tenth auxiliary

root, NA, always appears as /na/.

The intransitive and transitive homophonous roots are distinguished throughout this thesis

(and previously by Rumsey (2000)) through the use of the numeral '2' for the transitive

forms: RA2, MA2 and WU2 as opposed to RA, MA and WU. Formally and semantically RA

is distinguishable from RA2, as is MA from MA2, as is WU from WU2 (this chapter and

Chapter 4). Each auxiliary root is presented in Table 3-7 along with its allomorphs and the

environments in which these occur.9

Auxiliary root RA appears as Ira/ at surface level only when the person/number category is

3sgO<3sgA (when the pronominal prefix is 0-); otherwise it is /a/. Similarly NGARRI appears

as /flgarri/ only when the pronominal prefix is 0-, otherwise the form it takes is /arri/. The

MA2 auxiliary root has the form /ma/ at surface level in every person/number category. Why

then are the underlying forms of these auxiliary roots presented as NGARRI and RA2 instead

of ARRI and A2? The analysis adopted here is that when the pronominal prefix is 0- the

underlying form of the auxiliary root appears at surface level. In all other person/number

categories morphophonological conditioning causes consonant deletion in certain environments.

(Additionally, as discussed by Rumsey (2000:88), there is no evidence in the phonology to

suggest that the consonants /r/ and /11g/ are performing a buffer role between two otherwise

impermissible consonants.)
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Table 3-7: Allomorphy of the auxiliary roots

Auxiliary root Allomorphy 	 Conditioning factors

RA10	/ra/	 following 3sgS (0-) in the present indicative t/m
/ray/	 following 3sgS (0-) in the past indicative t/m
/jay/	 following 3sgS (0-) in the past indicative t/m following stops and nasals
/yay/	 following 3sgS (0-) in the past indicative t/m, occasionally following

vowels and continuants
/ay/	 when following 3sgS (0-) in the past indicative t/m mainly following

continuants
/a/	 elsewhere

RA2	 /ra/	 following 3sgO<3sgA 0- pronominal prefix
/a/	 elsewhere

MA	 /ma/	 in the present indicative t/m
/miy/	 in the past indicative t/m or the future 'exclusive' tense
/miy(a)/	 in the present irrealis t/m

MA2	 /miy(a)/	 in the present irrealis t/m
/ma/	 elsewhere

WU	 /wu/	 when following 3sgS (0-) in the present indicative t/m
/u/	 when following any pronominal prefix other than 3sgS (0-) in the

present indicative t/m
/waniy/	 in the past indicative t/m
/aniy/	 following 3nsgS (wurr-) in the past indicative t/m

WU2	 /bu/	 following pronominal prefixes ending in /n/ or /ny/ in the present or past
indicative t/m

/u/	 when pronominal prefix ends in /d/, /g/, /r/ or /I/ or (optionally) when
the pronominal prefix ends in /rr/

/wu/	 elsewhere

NI	 /di/ - /nthi/	 following 2S in the past t/m
/ni/	 elsewhere

YHA	 /da/	 following /rr/-final or /n/-final pronominal prefixes
/yha/ - /ya/	 elsewhere'l

NGARRI	 ingarri/	 following the 3sgO<3sgA 0- pronominal prefix
/arri/	 elsewhere

NA	 /na/	 always

It is argued in this thesis that the underlying form of all auxiliary roots can be seen at

surface level when there is no phonological conditioning particularly from the pronominal

prefixes (position 5, Figure 3-1), but also from tense/mood suffixes (position 8, Figure 3-1).

In the case of RA2 and NGARRI the preceding phoneme of the pronominal prefix tends to

be a consonant, and so the initial consonant of the auxiliary is elided to avoid impermissible
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consonant clusters. Only when no such preceding element occurs, that is, when the pronominal

prefix is 0- do underlying and surface forms coincide. These arguments apply equally to RA,

RA2, WU, WU2, YHA and NGARRI.

3.6	 Simple verbs

The simple verb in Bunuba, although textually high in frequency, is a marginal construction

compared with the same type of construction in comparable Australian languages. In Bunuba,

of the ten auxiliary roots, only two may occur in a simple verb construction, MA and NA, the

other eight obligatorily co-occurring with a coverb. MA occurs frequently throughout texts as

a simple verb whose primary function is to frame reported or quoted speech (Chapter 4,

Rumsey (1994:138), Rumsey (2000:122-3)). NA also functions in this way but is a specifically

reflexive/reciprocal counterpart to the MA simple verb construction (`say to each other' vs

`say'). There are, however, only two textual examples of NA in a large body of texts and,

although I was able to elicit some further examples, it is clearly only a semi-productive

auxiliary. Other non-Pama-Nyungan languages tend to have a larger number of auxiliaries

which may occur in simple verb constructions. For example, Jaminjung has 3 out of 26

(Schultze-Berndt 2000); Marrithiyel 12 out of 22 (Green 1989); Ngan'gityemerrri 12 out of

31 (Reid 2000:335); and Ungarinyin 12 out of 14 (Rumsey 1982a).

Although MA may occur in both simple as well as complex verb constructions, it does not

seem possible for NA to form a complex verb construction. 12 An example of each of these

auxiliary roots in a simple verb construction follows in 3-29. The examples in 3-29 can be

compared with those in 3-30 in which only MA may occur as a complex verb.

MA:

3-29 a) jiyirrmiyntha
yiyirr-ma-iy-ntha
1R.S-MA:SAY-PAST-d1
we both said (B01;1/97.40)

MA:

3-30 a) Wula	 yiyirrmiyntha.
wula	 yiyirr-ma-iy-ntha
speak	 1R.S-MA-PAsT-dl
We both spoke. (PB.2002)

NA:

b) binaynintha
wurr-na-y-ni-ntha
3nsgS-NA:SAY-R/R-PAST-dl
they said to each other (B02.74)

NA:

b) *coverb binaynintha

These auxiliaries are formally intransitive. MA is always intransitive, whereas NA occurs

only in reflexive/reciprocal constructions. There are no transitive auxiliaries in Bunuba which

can occur as simple verbs and the other intransitive auxiliaries may not occur in a simple verb

construction. Other languages have transitive as well as intransitive auxiliaries occurring in
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simple verb constructions; for example, Marrithiyel (Green 1989), Ngan'gityemerri (Reid

1990, 2000), Ungarinyin (Rumsey 1982a) and Wunambal (Carr 2000)."

3.7	 Complex verbs

The most frequent verb construction in Bunuba is the complex verb, containing an auxiliary

and a coverb. Examples 3-31 and 3-32 show an intransitive and a transitive complex verb.

There are numerous other examples throughout.

3-31 Thandawa	 ray.
thandawa	 so-ra-y
sit.cross.legged 3sgS-RA-PAsT
S/he sat cross-legged. (RM1.54)

3-32 Gayga wurrmay_garri.
gayga wurr-ma-ngarri
cut	 3nsgA>3sgO-MA2-HAB
They'd cut it. (B 0/MJ1 ;2/98 ;7.374)

The auxiliary determines the transitivity of the overall verb. If the auxiliary is intransitive

then only one core pronominal prefix position is required to be filled; but if it is transitive

then two core pronominal prefix positions are required to be filled. Both intransitive and

transitive auxiliaries allow for further non-core participants to be referred to through the

suffixing of oblique pronominal suffixes (§3.15).

3.8	 Pronominal prefixes

The auxiliary hosts the pronominal prefixes which cross-reference the core grammatical roles

of S, or A and 0 (position 5 in the verb template, Figure 3-1). In Bunuba the S prefixes found

with intransitive auxiliary roots can largely be analysed as the A pronominal component of

prefixes for transitive auxiliary roots." That is, Bunuba shows a nominative/accusative patterning

within the pronominal prefix system of the auxiliary, as the following examples show.

Intransitive S:

3-33 Yatha Loy.
yatha ngi-ra-y
sit	 lsgS-RA-PAsT
I sat. (B02.4)

3-34 Bayala yarray.
bayala yarr-ra-y
Swim 1 U. S .PAST-RA-PAST
We (U) swam. (B0.2001)

Transitive A:

Dawungga Lginyma.
dawungga ngi>iny-ma
like	 1 sgA>2sgO.PAsT-MA2
I liked you. (B0.2001)

Diyga yarrirarriy.
diyga yarr>ir-ngarri-y
find 1U.A>3nsgO.pAsT-NGARRI-PAST
We (U) found them. (B0.2001)
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This nominative/accusative patterning differs from the ergative/absolutive system at the

phrasal level (§2.11.1.1). This dual syntactic patterning in Bunuba is akin to that described for

Warrwa by McGregor (2002b).

Some parts of the person/number paradigms for the transitive set of pronominal prefixes

show evidence of an inverse alignment system (Heath 1985, Gildea 1994). As described in

§3.8.3 below, a morpheme -N occurs after the 0 pronominal prefix in parts of the transitive

person/number paradigm based on a language-specific animacy/participant hierarchy.

3.8.1	 Intransitive pronominal prefixes

Table 3-8 below lists the forms of the S pronominal prefixes for the four intransitive auxiliary

roots RA, MA, NI and WU. Some of these pronominal prefixes are auxiliary root-dependent

and some are also tense-dependent. These distinctions are set out in this table. A substantial

analytical difference between Rumsey (2000) and myself concerns the form of the first person

subject pronominal prefixes. I recognise the two lexically conditioned underlying forms agi-

and li-, rather than the non-syllabic ag- and 1- of Rumsey's analysis. The discussion in the

following sections argues in favour of the syllabic analysis, and is supported by the data when

transitive pronominal prefix paradigms are investigated.

Table 3-8: Intransitive pronominal prefixes

Auxiliary root Pronominal prefix Tense patterning

sgS RA/NI PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE

MA/WU PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE

1R All yiyirr-
iyirr-

PAST

PRESENT/FUTURE

1U All yarr-
arr-

PAST

PRESENT/FUTURE

2sgS RA nag- PAST/PRESENT

MA/WU y- - iny- PAST/PRESENT

NI nd- - nth- PAST/PRESENT

All 0- FUTURE

2nsgS All ( g)urr-
ugurr-

PAST

PRESENT/FUTURE

3sgS All 0- PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE

3nsgS All wurr- (- wtrr-) 15 PAST/PRESENT/FUTURE
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As mentioned earlier, certain morphophonological changes occur when some of these

pronominal prefixes follow coverbs which end in certain phonemes. Compare the (a) and (b)

examples below; see also examples 2-1 and 2-2.

/y/ --> /j/	 no change
3-35 a. Wafljiyirrayntha.	 b. Daclga	 yiyirrayntha.

wad yiyirr-ra-y-ntha	 dadga	 yiyirr-ra-y-ntha
go	 1R.S.PAST-RA-PAST-d1	 hang. up 1R.S.pAsT-RA-pAsT-d1
We two went. (BO 1;1/97.75)	 We two hung on. (BO 1;1/97.15)

/w/ --> /b/
3-36 a. Wadburray.

wad wurr-ra-y
go	 3nsgS-RA-PAST
They went. (NR4.5)

no change
b. Yatha wurray.

yatha wurr-ra-y
sit	 3nsgS-RA-PAST
They sat. (NR5.4)

In Table 3-8 above, the two forms for 1R differ depending on tense, yiyirr- being the past

tense form whereas iyirr- is the present tense form. These forms can be distinguished from

one another on the basis of fortition, as the past tense form is affected by that process whereas

the present tense form is not. This is also the case for several of the forms in Table 3-9 below.

A semantically empty morpheme -gi- (glossed as 'ins', i.e., 'insert') may be inserted to

break up consonant clusters across morpheme boundaries. It is inserted between a stop or a

nasal and a following ingg/.16

`ins' insertion

3-37 Wad ginggay.
wad	 gi-ngg-ra-y
go	 ins-2sgS-RA-PAST
You went. (Rumsey 2000:82, ex.69)

3-38 Ngalany giaggay.
ngalany	 gi-agg-ra-y
sing	 ins-2sgS-RA-PAST
You sang. (Rumsey 2000:82, ex.70)

There are also a few irregular pronominal prefixes found with specific auxiliary roots.

They are in the 2sgS.PAsT+NI (ngindiy); 2sgS.present+NI (nthi ndi); and the 3sgS.pAsT+RA

auxiliary root category (yay – ay jay). Table 1 in Appendix 5 displays all the pronominal

prefix forms with the four intransitive auxiliary roots and their auxiliary root-specific tense

suffixes.

3.8.2	 Transitive pronominal prefixes

The transitive pronominal prefixes index the A and 0 core grammatical functions. They are

listed as portmanteau morphemes since, as will be seen below, it is not always possible to
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separate A from 0 synchronically in every person/number category, although I undertake to

present the segmented forms in Table 3-12. Tables 3-9, 3-10 and 3-11 show the transitive

pronominal prefixes. Some of these forms are tense specific and this information is presented

in these tables as is auxiliary root-dependency where applicable. A single person/number

pronominal prefix 3nsgA>2sgO has alternate forms, but for reasons other than auxiliary-root

dependency. The two forms are agimbirr- and aaggimbirr- . 17 The longer form is used in more

careful, elicited speech, whereas the shorter form is common within narratives or rapid speech.18

Table 3-9: Transitive pronominal prefixes: 1A

2sg0 2nsg0 3sgO 3nsg0

PAST aginy- irriny- PAST

lsgA li- lun- { PRES lsgA
NONPAST iny- augirriny- FUT

yi(yi)rr- yirrir- PAST

1R.A
PAST yirriny- yirriny(birr)- i(yi)rr- irrir- NONPAST

lnsgA
yarrir- PASTNONPAST irriny- irriny(birr)- yarr-

1U.A
arr- arrir- NONPAST

In Table 3-9, when 1A acts on a 2nd person participant there is a distinction only between

1 sg and lnsg. The RESTRICTED/UNRESTRICTED distinction is valid only if 1A acts on a 3rd person

participant. Therefore, although 1R.A and 1U.A are listed as separate headings in Table 3-9

only on the right hand side where this distinction is relevant to the 3rd person 0 columns. The

distinction between 2sgO and 2nsg0 when acted upon by a 1R/U.A is only optionally marked

by a morpheme -birr. If this optional morpheme is set aside we have a collapsing of the

number of participants being referred to by a single pronominal prefix. In this case, the

distinction between PAST and NONPAST is the only difference. That is, the root pronominal

prefix form for lnsgA>20 is yirriny- in the PAST tense, and irriny- in the NONPAST tense.

Table 3-10 shows a similar collapsing of the person/number categories. If the person/number

category is 2sgA acting on 10, there is no distinction between lsg0 or lnsg0 pronominal

prefix forms (although these person/number categories can be disambiguated through number

suffixing to the auxiliary where only lnsg0 can be marked as either dual or plural (§3.12)).

The pronominal prefix yin- (in the past tense) refers to the following transitive person/number

category: 2sgA>10 where 10 can be singular or non-singular. In the past tense this

person/number category form is in-. However, if 2nsgA acts on a 1st person 0 then a

distinction between lsg0 and lnsg0 is formally marked through different pronominal prefixes.

In the person/number category of 2nsgA>lnsg0, there is no distinction between RESTRICTED
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and UNRESTRICTED pronominal prefix forms, but there is a distinction between lsg and lnsg

forms.

Table 3-10: Transitive pronominal prefixes: 2A

lsg0 lnsg0 (R/U) 3sg0 3nsg0

PAST

2sgA
yin- (0Y-1 yun-

NONPAST in- inj- (i)njun-

PAST

2nsgA

uinbirr-2
yind-3

yinbirr-2 urr- urrir-4 - urr-5 - irru(ru)n-6

NONPAST nbirr-2
nd-3

inbirr-2
Ind-3

ugurr- nggurrir-

Notes: 1) iy- is used for verbs containing the auxiliary root MA2; WU2; or YHA, whereas y- is used when the
auxiliary root is RA2 or NGARRI, 2) these forms are used with RA2, NGARRI and YHA auxiliary roots, 3)
These forms are used with MA2 and WU2 auxiliary roots, 4) This form is used with the RA2 and YHA auxiliary
roots 5) This form is used with the NGARRI and WU2 auxiliary roots, 6) This form is used with the MA2
auxiliary root.

Table 3-11: Transitive pronominal prefixes: 3A

lsg0 1R.O 1U.O 2sgO 2nsgO 3sgO 3nsgO

3sgA' PAST flgVn- (y)i(yi)n- yan- PAST: ansg-
PRES:	 Egg-

in- PAST

PRES } 0-

wun- - win-

NONPAST Vn- i(yi)n- an- FUT:	 0- aggun- FUT wun-

3nsgA2 PAST uinbirr-

gind-

yinbirr-

yind-

yanbirr-

yand-

agimbirr-
(aaggimbirr-)3

anbirr-

and-
wirr-

wunbirr-

wund-

NONPAST nbirr-

nd-

inbirr-

Ind-

anbirr-

and-
mbirr-

aggunbirr-

tgund-
(w)urr-

(w)unbirr-

(w)und-

Notes: 1) V = /a/ when the auxiliary root is WU2 and lit for all other auxiliary roots, 2) In each of these cells, the
top form is used with RA2, YHA and NGARRI auxiliary roots while the bottom form is used with MA2 and
WU2 auxiliary roots. The centrally located forms (e.g., mbirr-, (w)urr-) are used for all auxiliary roots, 3) This is
the "heavy" dialectal form for this pronominal prefix.

When the A is 3rd person all of the possible person/number categories are distinguished

through the use of specific pronominal prefix forms. Across the top of Table 3-10 all categories

are marked: 1sg0; 1R.O; 1U.O; 2sgO; 2nsgO; 3sgO; and 3nsgO. In this way, when A is 3rd

person the most complete person/number paradigm is required.
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3.8.2.1	 A discussion of the pronominal prefix tables

There are two questions worthy of discussion which arise from the pronominal prefix paradigms,

both transitive and intransitive (Tables 3-8; 3-9; 3-10; and 3-11). Is there any explanation for

the homophonous forms? Why is there collapsing of person/number categories when a first

person acts on, or is acted on, by a second person participant? I will take these up in turn.

One pair of transitive pronominal prefixes is homophonous in form but distinct in function.

aginbirr- = 2nsgA>lsg/nsgO(R/U)
and
= 3nsgA>lsg0

As pointed out by Heath (1991, in Heath 1998:84), there is a strong typological tendency

towards the avoidance of transparent 1st person acting on/being acted on by 2nd person

pronominal marking, and so languages may employ certain strategies to avoid being 'too

direct'. One of these strategies in Australian languages is to have the "1st or 2d marker

merged with (or replaced by) 3d-person marker" (Heath 1998:85). It seems that Bunuba

employs this strategy, hence explaining the single form for 2A>10 and 3A>10. There are, of

course, strategies available to disambiguate the pronominal prefix reference, such as the use

of free form pronouns.

When A is 3rd person all three categories of 1st person 0 are clearly distinguished (see

Table 3-11). Yet where 2A acts on 10 (2>1) or when 1A acts on 20 (1>2) there is some

collapsing of person/number categories. This can be attributed to similar motivations for the

homophony between 2A>10 and 3A>10. Heath suggests that there is a common strategy in

Australian languages which makes certain parts of the transitive pronominal paradigm more

opaque. This involves a pronominal paradigm where an "inclusive (12) marker replaces 1st or

2d marker, or entire combination" (Heath 1998:85). This seems to be the strategy employed

in Bunuba, as summarised below.

• When A is first person and acts on second person (1A>20) there is a distinction only
between lsgA and lnsgA. The RESTRICTED/UNRESTRICTED distinction is nullified (see Table
3-9).

• When A is 2nd person singular and acts on 1st person 0 (2sgA>1O), there is no
distinction between lsg and lnsg at all (see Table 3-10).

• When A is 2nd person non-singular and acts on 1st person (2nsgA>1O), there is a
distinction only between lsg0 and lnsgO. Again, the distinction between RESTRICTED and
UNRESTRICTED is nullified (again see Table 3-10).

The three points of issue which have arisen from the transitive pronominal paradigms have

been explained as allowing for a less 'direct' reference to 1/2 pronominal referents. Heath

claims that languages, rather than marking 1/2 person/number categories clearly, actually tend

to avoid this:
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I have argued, on the contrary, that 1 <-> 2 agreement combinations delight in
messiness. Structures that make the most sense cognitively or formally are actually
avoided when they denote pragmatically sensitive pronominal combinations. Opaque
structures, I suggest, are selected for and may be stable over long periods of time
(Heath 1998:102).

But it is the case, particularly in the narrative data, that 3rd person actors often perform

actions or processes on 1/2 participants. This discussion assumes a participant hierarchy

where 1/2 participants are higher on the hierarchy than 3rd persons. How does Bunuba mark

these hierarchy violations? This issue is discussed in §3.8.3 below.

3.8.3	 Inverse alignment

Many languages of the world distinguish between 'prototypical' As acting on 'prototypical'

Os, as compared with non-prototypical As acting on non-prototypical Os. The relevant concept

of prototypicality depends on a hierarchy of "animacy", in its technical linguistic sense.

Prototypically, an animate and definite A acts on a less animate or less definite 0 (Comrie

1989:128). Cross-linguistically, the hierarchy tends to follow the order of person/number as

follows: 1> 2 > 3 (although see Junker (forthcoming) for the counterclaims that 2>1>3 is

more likely to be the universal hierarchy) (Silverstein 1976).

When an A lower on the animacy/participant hierarchy acts on an 0 which is higher on

that same hierarchy, some languages choose to formally mark this in the area where it is most

salient, i.e. within the pronominal system, via an inverse alignment system (Gildea 1994).

There is evidence for a partial system of inverse alignment in Bunuba. In the Bunuba auxiliary,

the A prefixes occur in the left-most position, preceding the 0 prefix, when agency relationships

are prototypical; on the other hand, when agency relationships are non-prototypical the order

is reversed. Furthermore, there is an overt marker -n of the non-prototypical arrangement,

which follows the 0 morpheme.

In Bunuba, inverse alignment adheres to a hierarchical scale of animacy which follows the

pattern presented in Figure 3-2:

Figure 3-2: Bunuba animacy/participant hierarchy

less marked
	

2sg(?) >lsg > 2nsg > 3nsg > 3sg	 more marked

This hierarchy is language-specific but conforms to the general typological hierarchies identified

for other languages, both Australian and non-Australian which employ an inverse alignment

strategy. As such, the Bunuba system is similar to that described in some other Australian

languages such as: Ngandi (Heath 1976, 1978); Nunggubuyu (Heath 1976, 1984); Ungarinyin

(Rumsey 1982a); Worrorra (Clendon 2000) and Wunambal (Can- 2000), and some non-Australian

languages such as Chukchi (Dunn 1999) and the Algonquian languages (Gildea 1994).
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The inverse morpheme -N occurs whenever the hierarchy is violated. 19 That is, the relationships

which are marked as inverse, as opposed to non-inverse (or direct) are the following:

Inverse relationships:	 Direct relatonships:

3sgA	 3nsg0
3A —> 20
3A —> 10
2nsgA —> 10
? 2sgA —> 10

1A —> 20
1A—>30 30
2A —> 30
3nsgA --> 3sgO

Table 3-12 displays the forms of the transitive pronominal prefixes as I can best analyse

them in present day Bunuba, indicating which pronominal prefixes fall into the inverse (or

marked) portion of the paradigm and which fall into the direct (or unmarked) portion of the

paradigm.2° Unsegmented forms are displayed in grey text. The table shows not only the

inverse morpheme, but also the switch of the ordering from A-0 (direct) to 0-iNv-A (inverse).

Table 3-12: Segmentation of transitive pronominal prefixes (past tense forms)

lsg0	 1R.0	 1U.0	 2sgO	 2nsg0	 3sgO	 3nsg0

lsgA	 - - ngi-iny- irr-iny li-0- li-un-
A-O A-0 A-0
iNiny- irriny- li- lull-

1R.A	 - - yirr-iny- yirr-iny(birr)- yi(yi)rr-0- yirr-ir-
A-0 A-0 A-0 A-0
yirriny- yirrinvOiri-j- vi(yi)rr- virrir-

1U.A	 - yirr-iny- yirr-iny(birr)- yarr-0- yarr-ir-
A-O A-0 A-0 A-0
virrinv- ;virriny(birr)- yarr- yarrir-

2sgA	 yin- yin- yin- y-0- y-un-
?-? ?-? ?-? A-0 A-0
vin- yin- yin- V yurl-

2nsgA ji-n-wirr- yi-n-wirr- yi-n-wirr- - - urr- urr-ir-
?-? 0-inv-A 0-inv-A ?-? A-0
nzinbirr- yinbirr- _vinbirr- urr- urrir-

3sgA V--n-0- (Y)i(YOrr--n-0- yarr-n-0- anggV-0- -in- 0- wurr-n-0-
0-inv-A 0-inv-A 0-inv-A ?-? ?-? ?-? 0-inv-A
EgViii-- (v)i(ri)n- ya11- ail ggli- in- vi,un-

3nsgA ngi-n-wirr- yirr-n-wirr yarr-n-wirr- ngi-m-wirr- arr-n-wirr wirr-0- wurr-n-wirr-
0-inv-A 0-inv-A 0-inv-A (anggi-m-wirr-) 0-inv-A A-0 0-inv-A
noinbirr-—,	 - yinbirr- vanbirr- 0-inv-A

no iinbirr-

anbirr- wire- WU II birr-
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Examples 3-39 and 3-40 illustrate unmarked, or direct relations, whereas examples 3-41

and 3-42 illustrate marked or inverse relations.

DIRECT:

3-39 Nganja lima.
nganja li>0-ma
bite	 lsgA>3sgO-MA
I bit it. (B0.2001)

3-40 Gurrij	 lunantha.
gurrij	 li>un-ra-ntha
hold.onto 1 sgA>3nsgO-RA2-dl
I held onto them. (B0.2001)

INVERSE:

3-41 Nganja uinma.
nganja ngi<n<0-ma
bite	 1sg0<mv<3sgA-MA2
It bit me. (MJ)

3-42 Gumj	 gginbirrantha.
gurrij	 ngi<n<wurr-ra-ntha
hold.onto 1sg0<iNv<3nsgA.pAsT-RA2-dl
They held onto me. (NR3.22)

The most convincing evidence of there being an inverse alignment system in Bunuba is in

the fact that the A and the 0 morphemes actually change position in the inverse part of the

paradigm. For example, in the direct part of the paradigm the A morpheme is Vii- for the

person/number category 1 sgA>2sg0. The 0 morpheme for the person/number category

1 sg0<3sgA is also ngi. This indicates that there is a morpheme ggi- for the person/number

category 1 sg only, and depending on whether it is the A or the 0 it occurs in a different

position within the pronominal prefix slot, adhering to the constraints of animacy/participant

hierarchy.

Although an inverse alignment system is not apparent in every person/number category,

there is ample evidence of it in particular parts of the paradigm. It is most obvious in the

person/number categories where the animacy/participant hierarchy is clearly violated, and in

the past tense21 —presumably because the inverse marker has actually preserved the discreteness

of the morphemes marking A and 0. Those prefixes which mark participants which are not in

violation of the animacy/participant hierarchy tend to be less analysable into distinct A and 0

morphemes (although this has been attempted in Table 3-12 above for the purpose of discussion).

It is suggested here that this is partly because there is no distinct morpheme separating the

prefixes from one another, and hence over time they have merged to become portmanteau-like.
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3.9	 T/M marking

Tense and mood (T/M) in Bunuba are marked through specific prefixes and suffixes to the

auxiliary root but tense marking is also sometimes indicated through certain pronominal

prefixes. That is, tense and mood marking occurs only within the auxiliary, and not on the

coverb. See Rumsey (2000) for full discussion of TAM marking. I will present a summary

here to help with the presentation of verbal semantics later in this thesis (Chapter 4).

Six categories of tense and mood are morphologically marked in the auxiliary. PAST,

PRESENT and FUTURE tenses are marked in both the indicative and irrealis moods. (Rumsey

(2000) uses 'mode' rather than 'mood', but without explaining his choice of term. I prefer the

more conventional term in this thesis). There are two ways of formally marking events in

Bunuba and a distinction is made between the indicative and irrealis. Verbs in the indicative

mood make no assertions about "the likelihood, necessity or desirability of the states of affairs

they are describing" (Rumsey 2000:88). Table 3-13 shows the means by which T/M marking

is made in the auxiliary.

When a verb is in the indicative mood there are two different strategies for indicating

which tense the verb is in: either prefixing (in the PRESENT and FUTURE) or suffixing (in the

PAST). When a verb is in the irrealis mood AND in the PAST or PRESENT tense, then both prefixing

and suffixing are employed. If the verb is in the FUTURE irrealis T/M only prefixing is required.

Table 3-13: Tense/Mood marking strategies

Tense	 Auxiliary template (for T/M marking)
T/M prefix-pronominal prefix-ROOT-T/M suffix

Indicative mood:

PAST	 0-pp-ROOT-suffix (see forms in Table 3-13)
PRESENT	 /gi/-pp-ROOT-0
FUTURE	 /wu/-pp-ROOT-0

Irrealis mood:

PAST	 /giy/-pp-ROOT-suffix (see forms in Table 3-13)
PRESENT	 /giy/-pp-ROOT-suffix (see forms in Table 3-14)
FUTURE	 /giy/-pp-ROOT-o

In addition to the tense prefix, the obligatory pronominal prefix may also convey specific

tense information (§3.8). Mood is not marked within the pronominal prefix and so the same

form is used regardless of whether the verb is in the indicative or irrealis mood.

The tense suffixes which occur in position 8 indicate PAST tense, whereas the tense prefixes

in position 4 may either be PRESENT or FUTURE tense markers.
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3.9.1	 Past tense

Past tense is marked by an auxiliary root-dependent suffix, regardless of mood. If the suffix

begins in a vowel, the final vowel of the auxiliary root is elided. Table 3-14 displays the

forms of these PAST tense markers for each auxiliary root. Textual examples can be seen

throughout this thesis.

Table 3-14: Auxiliary root-dependent PAST tense suffixes

Auxiliary root	 PAST/eXC122

RA	 -y
RA2	 -0 -Yi
MA	 -iy
MA2	 -0
NI	 -y
YHA	 -0
WU	 -aniy
WU2	 -n(v)
NGARRI	 -y
NA	 -ni

3.9.2	 Present tense

Present tense is marked by a prefix to the auxiliary root. Its form is independent of the

auxiliary root, but it is phonologically conditioned. The morpheme has three forms: gi-; i-; 0-.

The prefix is rarely an overt one, as 0- marking is most common. Whenever a simple verb

construction occurs in the present tense, the tense marker has the form gi-. A summary of the

phonological conditioning of the present tense allomorphs follows (cf. Rumsey 2000: 89):

/gi-/	 i) prefixed to auxiliaries occurring as simple verbs

ii) prefixed to complex verbs when following coberbs ending in C

/i-/	 prefixed to complex verbs when preceding /1/, /m/, /ng/ and /yh/ or 0-

pronominal prefix

10-1	 elsewhere

Some pronominal prefixes also convey tense marking; the occurrence of a complex verb in

the NONPAST (i.e., PRESENT or FUTURE tenses) requires a NONPAST form of the pronominal prefix.

In fact, due to the prevalence of the 0- form of the PRESENT tense marker, the pronominal prefix

conveys the tense status of the verb more consistently than an overt tense marker in position 5

(Figure 3-1). Some examples of this overt tense marking are shown below, followed by verbs

where covert PRESENT tense marking is disambiguated by the NONPAST form of the pronominal

prefix.
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Overt gi-:

3-43 Gilimanhiui.
gi-li-ma-nhingi
PRES-lsgS-MA: SAY-3 Sg.OBL
I'm saying to him. (B0.2001)

Overt i-:

3-44 Budga ilarri.
budga gi-li-ngarri
pour PRES-1sgA>3sgO-NGARRI
I'm pouring it. (M01;1/97;2.3)

Covert 0-:

3-45 Jawuda	 wurrga adanya
jawuda	 wurrga o-arr-yha-nya
baking.powder put	 PRES-1U.A>3SgO.NONPAST-YHA-SUB

mayi manja ma jalun_gurru.
mayi manja 0-0-ma jalungurru
damper make PRES-3sg0<3sgA-MA2 good
When we put that powder with the damper it makes it good. (M01;1/97;2.7)

3.9.3	 Future tense

Bunuba has a single FUTURE tense prefix wu- in the indicative mood. Its form is not conditioned

by the auxiliary root, but does show morphophonological variation. It takes the form bu-

when occurring in a simple verb or following coverbs ending in a consonant, otherwise the

form is wu-.

This morpheme is used when a verb complex refers to an event in the 'future'. It may also

be used to convey obligation and desire, and in future conditionals (§3.9.6). The positive

imperative construction in Bunuba is also conveyed through the use of the future tense marker

(§3.9.5.2). Some examples of the functions of wu- follow:

3-46 Maaniarri, wad bungay	 buga.
maaningarri wad wu-ngi-ra-y	 buga
tomorrow	 go	 FUT- lsgS-RA-excl child
Tomorrow, I'll go to the kids. (B02;1/97.1-2)

3-47 Barraga wuwadi.
barra(ga) wu-arr-ni
paint.upFuT- 1U.S-NI
We will paint up. (MJ9.12)

:3-48 Ngawiji	 agarragi mila wila.
ngawiji	 garragi mila wu-li-ra
grandfather lsg.om, see FUT- lsgA>3sgO-RA2
I will/want to see my grandfather. (NSM:30)
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3.9.4	 IRREALIS 1110061

IRREALIS in Bunuba is marked by prefixes to the auxiliary root: (g)iy-; (g)a-; guw(u)-. The

following is a listing of the forms and the environments which condition the variant forms

(based on Rumsey 2000:92-3):

/(g)iy/-

Conditions: Simple verbs or following a coverb ending in C:
/giy/- before /w/- initial and 0- pronominal prefixes
/ga/-	 before /a/
/guw/- before /i/
/guwu/- elsewhere

Conditions: Complex verbs following a coverb ending in a V or a non-stop C:
/iy/-	 before /w/- initial and 0- pronominal prefixes
/a/-	 before /a/

These prefixes are auxiliary root-independent. There are also suffixes to the auxiliary root

which co-occur with the IRREALIS prefix if the verb is in the PAST or PRESENT tense. In the PAST

tense, an auxiliary root-dependent suffix occurs in position 8 regardless of whether the verb is

in indicative or irrealis mood (Table 3-14). There is a specific set of PRESENT IRREALIS suffix

markers which must co-occur with the IRREALIS prefix when the verb is in the PRESENT tense.

When an IRREALIS verb is in the FUTURE tense, only IRREALIS prefixing occurs, no suffixing is

required. Table 3-15 lists these PRESENT IRREALIS suffix forms followed by some textual examples.

Table 3-15: Auxiliary root-dependent PRESENT IRREALIS suffixes

Auxiliary root	 PRES .IRR

MA	 -iy(a)
MA2	 -iy(a)
RA	 -iy(a)
RA2	 -y
WU	 -iy(a)
WU2	 -iy(a)
NI	 -0
YHA	 -iy(a)
NGARRI	 -0
NA	 -0 

(ng)iy(a)

PAST IRREALIS:

3-49 Ngayi gaarrmiyg.
agayi ga-arr-ma-iy-g(v)
not	 IRR-1U.S-MA-PAST-pl
We didn't say. (Rumsey 2000:93, ex.111)
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PRESENT IRREALIS:

3-50 thirrbaya iymiynya.
thirrba-ya iy-0-ma-iy(a)-nya
grab-REP IRR-3sg0<3sgA-MA2-pREs.IRR-SUB
when he grabs it (JnM1.20,21)

puTure IRREALIS:

3-51 Ngayi agag guwunja!
agayi nga(g) guwu-nj-ra
not	 eat	 IRR-2sgA>3sgO-RA2
Don't eat it! (Rumsey 2000:93, ex.116)

3.9.5	 Imperative constructions and verbs of illocutionary force

Bunuba does not have a morphologically distinct imperative construction (unlike nearby

Ungarinyin and Wunambal (Rumsey 1982a; Carr 2000), for example). It uses the future

indicative marker for positive imperative constructions, and the irrealis mood in conjunction

with the negative mode particle ngayi for negative imperative constructions. These constructions

in Bunuba, as in many other languages, carry the usual affixation that verbs normally carry

(Sadock and Zwicky 1985:172). There are also some examples of single word imperative

interjections. Each of these is discussed in turn.

3.9.5.1	 Imperative interjections

There are three imperative interjections in Bunuba: ba and gaj 'come on!'; and bu 'shoo, go

away'. They are uninflected forms, classified as interjections since they occur on their own

and show aberrant phonotactic behaviour (§2.10).

3.9.5.2	 Positive and negative imperative constructions

The FUTURE indicative T/M marker wu- is used to form an utterance with the illocutionary

force of a command, or to form an imperative construction. An imperative construction can

be either positive or negative. A positive imperative construction is marked by the use of the

FUTURE T/M prefix wu- (Rumsey 2000:92). A negative imperative construction employs irrealis

prefixing in conjunction with a mode particle, most commonly the negative particle igayi

`not' (§2.9) conveying a prohibitive sense that 'something shouldn't be done' or 'something

shouldn't happen' (Rumsey 2000:92). The pair of examples in 3-52 show the contrast between

positive and negative imperative constructions, while a further negative imperative construction

is shown in example 3-53.
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Positive polarity:

3-52 a) Wad bunggurra!
wad	 wu-nggurr-ra
go	 FUT-211SgS.NONPAST-RA
You (nsg) go! (B01.24)

Negative polarity:

b) Ngayi wad gunggurra!
ngayi wad guw(u)-nggurr-ra
no/not go	 IBR-2nsgS.NoNpAsT-RA
Don't you (nsg) go! (NR1;1/97;2.48)

Negative FUTURE IRREALIS (prohibitive):

3-53 Ngayi	 wad gunggurrangarri	 garuwayawu.
ngayi	 wad guw(u)-nggurr-ra-ngarri 	 garuwa-yawu
no/not	 go	 IRR-2nsgS.NONPAST-RA-HAB	 water-ALL
Don't you mob (of kids) go to the water. (NR1;1/97;2.48)

3.9.6	 Conditional/counterfactual

A conditional or counterfactual verb is constructed through the use of the -nya suBordinate

suffix (position 10 in Figure 3-1), and an IRREALIS or FUTURE prefix.

Conditionals:

3-54 Wad bumgaynya	 nyana muway
wad wu-ngi-ra-y-nya	 nyana muway
go	 FUT-lsgS-RA-excl-suB big	 place

I	
walanggala angunu.
walanggala	 (g)a-ngi<no-wu
lose	 IRR-1sg0<iNv<3sgA-WU2
If I go to Perth I could get lost (Lit: If I go to Perth it might lose me). (BO;JnM;MJ:99)

3-55 Ngayi
	

wad giyangiynya,	 yatha wungay.
Ngayi	 wad (g)iy-o-ra-ngiy(a)-nya 	 yatha wu-ngi-ra-y
no/not	 go	 IRR-3SgS-RA-PRES.IRR-SUB Stay FUT-1 sgS-RA-excl

If he's not coming, I will stay. (elicitation)

Counterfactual:

bada
bada
seize

3-56 Jajaliuga
jajalingga
crimson.winged.parrot

ngayiya
ngayi-ya
no/not

iywuninya
(g)iy-O-wu-n(v)-nya
IRR-3Sg0<3sgA-WU2-pAsT-sus

winthali
winthali
fire

lalanggarranhingi baburruga wuruga ranya
	

baburruga
lalanggarra-nhingi
	

baburruga	 wuruga 0-ra-nya
	

baburruga
crocodile-ABL
	

below	 take.away 3sgO<3sgA-RA2-sUB below
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garuwayawu	 nyanutaga ra	 gunggala
garuwa-yawu	 nyanungga 0-ra	 gunggala
water-ALL	 dive(for)	 3sgO<3sgA-RA2 firestick

mgayinga	 yatha	 arrayg.
ngayi=nga	 yatha	 arr-ra-y-g(v)
no/nOt=LINK	 Sit/Stay 1U.S-RA-PAST-pl
And if Crimson-winged Parrot hadn't stolen fire from Crocodile down there by diving
down under the water and taking away the fire we wouldn't have any firesticks
(today). (Rumsey 2000:130, ln.23)

3.9.7	 Co-occurring FUTURE tense prefixing and PAST tense suffixing

There is a situation in Bunuba where what appears to be the past tense marker attaches to the

auxiliary root, together with the future tense marker wu-. Rumsey (2000:91-2) analyses this as

a marker of exclusiveness. Although the form is homophonous with the past tense marker (see

Table 3-14), the function is clearly different when occurring on verbs marked for future. The

role of the exclusive marker is to disambiguate person/number reference. For example, third

person reference would be indistinguishable from second person future reference if such a

marker was not employed (but see Rumsey (2000) for a fuller discussion of this marker):

3-57 Ngaanyi buma?
ngaanyi wu-O-ma
I/1	 FUT-2SgS.FUT-MA
What will you say? (Rumsey 2000:91, ex.103)

3-58 Ngaanyi bumiy?
ngaanyi wu-o-ma-iy

FUT-3sgS-MA-excl
What will s/he say? (Rumsey 2000:92)

However, if this marker is truly used solely for this purpose, it remains a mystery why it

would be required when the referent is first person singular (see example 3-93). This requires

further investigation.

3.10	 Aspect

Information about grammatical aspect can be conveyed in Bunuba in four positions within the

verb. The position numbers refer to the verb template in Figure 3-1.

• a suffix to the coverb (position 2): -wa ITERATIVE aspect and-ga PUNCTUAL aspect
• reduplication of the coverb: ITERATIVE/DURATIVE aspect23
• a suffix to the auxiliary root (position 12): HABITUAL aspect
• choice of the auxiliary root itself (position 6): telicity (atelic/telic) and inchoative24
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3.10.1	 HABITUAL aspect

HABITUAL aspect is marked by the suffix -agarri, which tends to occur in position 12 in the

verb template. This suffix is common in narrative texts. It is often used when the speaker is

referring to events from the past—either from the Ngarraugani (Dreamtime) or from the

early days of Bunuba life, before or soon after white contact. The latter narratives constitute

what is referred to here as the genre of the historical narrative. From a textual analysis,

HABITUAL -agarri most commonly occurs on verbs in the PAST or PRESENT tenses with an

extremely high frequency. In elictation, however, it can occur with FUTURE tense and IRREALIS

marked verbs.

Although Rumsey (2000) labels this suffix as CONTINUATIVE, its frequent use in historical

narratives suggests the sense is more habitual than continuative. It refers to the kinds of

activities that happened again and again over a long period of time or that were a regular

occurrence. When it occurs on FUTURE tense or IRREALIS marked verbs, a sense of perpetual

possibility or non-possibility seems to be conveyed.

PAST tense:

3-59 Lumbu	 wunbirrartgarri.
lumbu	 wurr<n<wirr-ra-o-ngarri
beat/belt	 3nsg0<iNv<3nsgA.pAsT-RA2-PAST-HAB
They would beat them. (NR4.75)

3-60 Ngindaarri buga, agajauiway, 	 wad burraynthagarri.
nginda-arri buga najangi-way	 wad wurr-ra-y-ntha-ngarri
DEM-DL child	 younger.brother-PAIR	 go 3nsgS-RA-PAST-dl-HAB
These two kids, brothers, they would go. (B01.1-2)

PRESENT tense:

3-61 Gimaagarri.
(0-0-ma-agarri
PRES-3SgS-MA:DO-HAB

He's always doing it. (BO;MJ;JnM:99)

FUTURE tense:

3-62 Wad butigayuarri.
wad	 wu-ngi-ra-y-ngarri
go	 FUT- 1 sgS-RA-excl-HAB
I can still go (MJ; JnM; B0:99)

PAST IRREALIS:

3-63 ftayi	 gula aliyhauarri.
ngayi	 gula (g)a-li-yha-ngarri
no/not	 try	 IRR- 1 SgA>3SgO-YHA-HAB

I still didn't taste it. (BO;MJ;JnM:99)
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PRESENT IRREALIS:

3-64 Ngayi gunjumangarri.
ngayi guw(u)-nj-u-ma-ngarri
no/not PRES.IRR-2sgS.NoNFur-ins-MA:DO-HAB
You're not doing (it). (B0.2001)

FUTURE IRREALIS:

3-65 Giymiynhingarri?
(g)iy-o-ma-iy(a)-nhingi-ngarri
IRR-2sgS.Fur-MA:SAY-PRES.IRR-3sg.OBL-HAB
Are you going to keep telling him? (BO;MJ;JnM:99)

By far the most frequent occurrence of -ngarri is in auxiliaries with atelic auxiliary roots

RA2 and RA, but there is a fair representation of -Tgarri on all auxiliary roots so it can be

concluded that there are no co-occurrence restrictions between -nzarri and any of the auxiliary

roots. McGregor (1990:221) describes a different situation for Gooniyandi where there is a

co-occurrence restriction applying to the progressive aspect suffix. This progressive aspect,

which can be viewed as equivalent to Bunuba HABITUAL aspect, is restricted to the telic

auxiliaries (McGregor 1990:221).

3.10.2	 Aspect and the auxiliary root

The aspectual category of telicity is conveyed by choice of auxiliary root. Two roots, RA and

RA2 are atelic, while the other eight are telic: MA, MA2, WU, WU2, NI, YHA, NGARRI,

and NA. Inchoative marking could be viewed as being conveyed through choice of auxiliary

root, but the approach taken here is that the combination of nominals and the NI auxiliary root

is a derivational procedure; it is treated as such in §3.10.3.

Comrie (1976:44) defines telicity as follows: if there is an internal end point of an action

or process, then this verb is telic. Verbs such as 'make', 'give' and 'become' are telic verbs.

Atelic verbs refer to processes or activities which can carry on indefinitely, or which may be

broken off at any point and it is still true that the action or process has occurred, i.e. there is

no internal endpoint (Comrie 1976:44). Some atelic verbs are 'sit', 'be' or 'go'. The pairs of

examples below show both telic and atelic verbs, whereas if an activity is one which 'lacks an

end point', then either of the two atelic auxiliary roots will be employed (examples 3-68 and

3-69 below).

Telic verbs:

3-66 Wurrga wudangarri.
wurrga	 wurr-yha-ngarri
put	 3nsgA>3sgO-YHA-HAB
They would put it (in place). (NR1;1/97;2.15)
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3-67 Didiya wurrmagi.25
didiya wurr-ma-g(v)
chase 3nsgA>3sgO-MA2-pl
They chased (and captured) it. (B05;1/97;6.1-2)

Atelic verbs:

3-68 Baga arra.
baga arr-ra
sleep 1U.S.PRES-RA
We sleep. (CR3.5)

3-69 Mila anbirra.
mila arr<n<wirr-ra
see	 1U.0<mv<3nsgA.NoNpAsT-RA2
They see us. (CR3.3)

The following pair of examples shows the effect the auxiliary root has in regard to telicity.

Example 3-70a involves atelic RA whereas example 3-70b involves telic MA. The same

coverb, tense and pronominal prefixes are used, but the verb complexes differ in telicity. This

results in a distinction between 'singing out' with no clear end point, as against 'singing out'

once.26

Atelic auxiliary root:
	

Telic auxiliary root:

:3-70 a) Wayawa	 may.
waya-wa	 agt-ra-y
Sing.01.1t-ITER 1 SgS-RA-PAST
I kept singing out. (Rumsey 2000:97)

3.10.3	 Inchoative marking

b) Waya limiy.
waya	 li-ma-iy
sing.out lsgS-MA-PAST
I sang out once. (JnM:99)

Inchoative marking is conveyed by the use of NI, most typically through a derivational

process. This root is one of only two (YHA is the other) which can occur with nominals

(typically the 'adjectival' type) or with adverbs in coverb position. When a nominal occurs in

this position, it can be glossed as 'become X' (examples 3-71 to 3-75).

3-71 buja+NI
become finished

3-72 wiyharra+NI
become born

3-73 lada+NI
become shallow

3-74 yarradga+NI
become dry
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3-75 rarrgi+NI
become stone

A verb involving NI does not necessarily have to convey inchoative information. However,

if a verb is inchoative, then NI is obligatorily used.

3.11	 Reflexive/Reciprocal suffixes

Any of the five transitive auxiliaries: MA2; RA2; WU2; YHA; and NGARRI may form

Reflexive/Reciprocal (R/R) constructions; NA is a specifically R/R auxiliary. As with other

Australian languages the same construction is used for both reflexive and reciprocal meanings.

The pronominal prefixes used for R/R constructions come from the transitive prefix paradigms,

with 0 as 3sg (see Tables 3-9, 3-10, 3-11).

The R/R suffix -(v)y occurs immediately after the auxiliary root. The auxiliaries also take

different past tense and mood (T/M) markers from the ones which are used in non-R/R

constructions. These T/M suffixes occur directly after the R/R suffix, in position 8 in the verb

template (Figure 3-1). If an R/R construction is in the future tense, the same prefix wu- is used

as for non-R/R constructions (§3.9.3). There is no overt marking of T/M in an R/R construction

in the present irrealis. Table 3-16 shows the R/R and past T/M marking in Bunuba.

Table 3-16: Reflexive/Reciprocal suffixes and T/M affixes

FUT	 Auxiliary root	 R/R suffix	 PAST	 PRES.1RR

wu-	 ending in /a/	 -y	 -ni	 -0
(i.e., MA2, RA2, YHA, NA)

wu-	 ending in /u/	 -iy	 -ni	 -0
(i.e., WU2)

wu-	 ending in /i/	 -ay	 -(ray)ni	 -0
(i.e., NGARRI)

The allomorphs of the R/R suffix which begin with a vowel displace the final vowel of the

auxiliary root. That is, the WU2 and NGARRI lose their final vowels when the R/R suffix is

added to them:

3-76 wiy
wu-iy
WU2-R/R

3-77 uarray
ngarri-ay
NGARRI-R/R
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Some fully inflected examples of the R/R construction follow:

RA2:
3-78 Nyug burraynintha.

nyu(g) wurr-ra-y-ni-ntha
fight 3nsgS-RA2-R/R-PAST-d1
They were fighting each other. (B04;1/97;6.5)

WU2:
3-79 Wula yirrwiyni.

wula yiyirr-wu-iy-ni
talk	 1R.S .PAST-WU2-R/R-PAST
We talked to one another. (Rumsey 2000:60, ex.124)

NGARRI:
3-80 Diyga ilarray.

diyga (g)i-li-ngarri-ay
find PRES-lsgS-NGARRI-R/R
I'm finding myself (my own tracks etc.,). (Rumsey 2000:60, ex.125)

NA:
3-81 Binaynintha.

wurr-na-y-ni-ntha
3nsgS-NA:SAY-R/R-PAST-d1
They said to each other. (B02.61)

3.12	 Number marking

Dual or plural number may be marked by suffix on the auxiliary. These number categories

may cross-reference the subject (S) of an intransitive verb; the subject (A) of a transitive verb;

or the object (0) of a transitive verb. The dual suffix is -ntha, the plural marker is -g(v). (The

vowel can be /a/, /i/ or /u/ depending on the preceding vowel, which tends to assimilate to the

final vowel of the auxiliary root (Rumsey 2000:95).) There is only one slot (position 9) for

number markers in the verb template, so for transitive verbs A and the 0 cannot be marked

for number simultaneously. The number suffix can refer to either the A or the 0, as shown in

the following examples.'

Number marking applying to A:

3-82 Daagajba aginbirrantha.
dangayba ngi<n<wurr-ra-ntha
belt	 1 sgO<INv<3nsgA-RA2-dl.A
They both belted me. (elicited)

Number marking applying to 0:

3-83 Danzajba lunantha.
dangayba lun-ra-ntha
belt	 1sgA>3nsgO-RA2-d1.0
I belted them both. (elicited)
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As discussed in relation to the free form pronouns, the categories ldl.incl, ldl.excl and

1pl.excl are all conveyed through the free form pronoun giyirri (§2.6.3.1). However, once

the PAIR marker -way is attached to the pronoun, uiyirrway can refer only to ldl.excl. In other

words, if only the root forms are employed ambiguity may arise, but this can be clarified

through nominal number marking. A similar system operates within the verb. The intransitive

pronominal prefix yiyirr- may refer to the following person/number categories: 1.dl.S.incl,

1.dl.S.excl and 1.pl.S.exc1. Example 3-84 therefore may refer to all three of these categories.

3-84 Nyirraywa	 muway yatha	 yiyirray.
nyirra-yuwa muway yatha	 yiyirr-ra-y
DEM-LOC	 camp	 sit/stay	 1.dl.S.incl/d1.S.excl/p1.S.excl-RA-PAsT
There at the camp we stayed. (MJ 1;1/97.2)

Usually context is sufficient to disambiguate, yet it can also be achieved formally by

optional number marking within the verb. The dual number marker delimits the reference of

prefix yiyirr- to ldl.excl only. The plural number marker delimits it to 1pl.excl referents only.

yiyirr-...-ntha: ldl.excl:

3-85 Burij	 jiyirraynthangarri	 jimarri nyirraywa	 walyaywa.
burij	 yiyirr-ra-y-ntha-ngarri 	 jimarri	 nyirra-yuwa wal(y)ay-yuwa
play(with)	 1.dl.S.excl-RA-PAST-dl-HAB mate	 DEM-LOC	 small-Loc
Me and my mate (the two of us), we'd play there when we were small. (BO 1;1/97.4)

yiyirr-...-g(v): 1pl.excl:

3-86 Warrgam jiyirrmiyguarri.
warrgam yiyirr-ma-iy-g(v)-ngarri
work	 1 .pl.S .excl-MA-pAyr-pl- HAB

We'd all work. (BO 1;1/97.39)

3.13	 Subordinate clause marking

Subordinate clauses in Bunuba are dependent clauses in a larger sentence which has a minimum

of two clauses. Subordinate clauses fulfil the following kinds of semantic roles: relative;

temporal; locative; causal; and conditional/counterfactual (§3.9.6). These are all marked with

the same general subordinating suffix -nya, which occurs in position 10 on the verb complex

template (Figure 3-1). In the following examples, the subordinate clauses are enclosed in

square brackets. There may be more than one subordinate clause in a sentence, each marked

with -nya (example 3-87, 88).
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3-87 Nyirramu gurama wiyi	 gayi	 warrana,	 [miyha
nyirramu gurama wiyi	 ngayi	 warrana	 miyha
another	 man	 woman no/not wedge-tailed.eagle meat

nyaga wuninyan_garri]	 wug iraagarri.
nyaga Ø-wu-ni-nya -ngarri 	 wu(g) (g)i-O-ra-ngarri
spear 3sg0<3sgA-WU2-PAsT-suB-HAB cook PRES-3sg0<3sgA-RA2-HAB
This other man with no wife, Eaglehawk, he was cooking [the meat that he had
speared]. (B02.12-13)

3-88 [Baga	 wurranya]	 [gulba ranya]
baga	 wurr-ra-nya	 gulba	 0-ra-nya
lie.down 3nsgS-RA-suB sick	 3sgS-RA-suB

duluga wu	 gurama.
duluga 0-wu	 gurama
die	 3sgS-WU man
[When they lie down], [when he is sick], the man is dead (not just sleeping).
(B04;1/97;6.18/29)

3-89 Maaninggaagana, muwayggana	 [baga	 arranya],
maaningga=ngana muway=ngana baga	 arr-ra-nya
night=LINK	 camp=LINK lie.down 1U.S-RA-suB

[birayga wurranyayarrangi].
birayga	 wurr-ra-nya-yarrangi
arrive	 3nsgS-RA-suB-1U.0BL
At night time, [when we are asleep], [that is when they come for us]. (CR3.4)

3.14	 Directional marking

The suffix -all, which occurs in position 11 in the verb template, indicates a direction in

which the S, the A or the 0 is moving. It is glossed 'directional' (DIR). This suffix describes

motion in the direction 'this way' or 'hither', i.e. towards the subject or the speaker.

3-90 Wad burali!
wad	 wu-O-ra-ali
go	 FuT-2sgS-RA-DIR
Come this way! (B02.94)

3-91 Jira	 waniyagarrali.
jira	 0-wu-aniy-ngarri-ali
fall	 3SgS-WU-PAST-HAB-DIR
It fell this way. (MJ1.7)

Some Australian languages, such as Worrorra (Clendon 2000:32), have an overt 'thither'

morpheme which contrasts with the 'hither' marker, but Bunuba has only 'hither'. The same

verbs as those in examples 3-90 and 3-91 may occur without the directional suffix and the

interpretation would be equivalent to the formally marked 'thither' constructions in other

languages.
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3-92 Wad bura!
wad wu-o-ra
go	 FuT-2sgS-RA
Go away! (B03;1/97;2.6)

3.15	 Oblique pronominal suffixes

Oblique pronominal suffixes most commonly occur in position 13 within the verb template

following the HABITUAL suffix -ngarri (§3.4). However, the reverse ordering also occurs,

indicating that the ordering is not as rigid as the template suggests (Figure 3-1). The forms of

the oblique pronominal suffix are the same as the free form oblique pronouns, which are

described in §2.6.3.1 (Table 2-5).28

Alternative orderings: HAB-OBL:

3-93 Wariyga waniy	 "miyhayawu	 wad buagay!"
wariyga Ø-wu-aniy	 miyha-yawu	 wad wu-pzi-ra-y
start.out 3sgS-WU-PAsT meat-ALL 	 go	 FuT-lsgS-RA-excl

miyngarribiyirrantha.
0-ma-iy-ngarri-biyirrantha
3sgS-MA: SAY-PAST-HAB-3d1.0BL
He started going away "I'm going for meat!" he said to them. (B02.8)

Alternative orderings: OBL-HAB:

3-94 Garra rigarriyuarragivarri	 rawurranali.
garra 0-ngarri-y-ftgarragi-Ligani 	 rawurra-(n)ali
throw 3sg0<3sgA-NGARRI- pAsT-1sg.OBL-HAB up.top-DIR
He threw it for me from up top. (CR4.19)

Oblique pronominal suffixes index non-core participants. They may bear semantic roles

such as benefactive or goal (example 3-95); malefactive (example 3-96), recipient (3-94); or

addressee (example 3-97), the choice between these being interpreted contextually; other

possibilities include source and goal.

3-95 Balara	 ngarriyarrangi.
balara	 0-llgarri-y-yarrangi
outside 3sg0<3sgA-NGARRI-pAsT-1U.oBL
He brought (the fire) outside for us. (CR1.13)

3-96 Gandaya niybiyirraagi.
ganday 0-ni-y-biyirrangi
bad	 3sgS-NI-pAs-r-3p1.oBL
It went bad on them. (CR2.4)

3-97 Wayi wurraybiyirrantha.
wayi wurr-ra-y-biyirrantha
call.out 3nsgS-RA-pAsT-3d1.oBL
They called out to them. (B01.39)
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The roles which may be conveyed through pronominal suffixation to the verb are similar

to those conveyed by suffixation to nominals (§2.11). A nominal ending indicates that the NP

to which it attaches is the goal (-yawu allative, §2.11.1.5) or the source (-nhigi ablative,

§2.11.1.6), for example. Often there will be no overt NPs corresponding to an oblique pronominal

suffix, but occasionally they are represented by a case-marked overt NP, as in 3-98.

3-98 Limiynhiji	 balijimanyawu.
li-ma-iy-nhingi	 balijiman-yawu
lsgS -MA: S AY-pAsT-3 sg. OBL	 policeman-ALL
I said to the policeman. (NR/B01 ;2/98;12.340)
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1 There are various terms used in descriptions of other languages for what is referred to here as the coverb
and auxiliary. Rumsey (2000) uses the terms preverb and auxiliary but for typological purposes preverb is not
the best term since the "preverb" in Bunuba may correlate with what could be labelled a 'post verb' in some
languages, such as Ngan'gityemerri (Reid 1990). In some other languages the ordering of coverb and auxiliary
may vary, as in Jaminjung (Schultz-Berndt 2000), Ungarinyin (Rumsey 1982a), and Worrorra (Clendon 2000).
Other terms used by researchers of similarly structured languages include the following: verb and auxiliary
(Capell 1976); head verb and auxiliary (Vaszolyi 1976); verb particle and auxiliary (Kofod 1976); process and
classifier complex (McGregor 1990); auxiliary and verb stem (Reid 1990); preverb and verbal base (Nicolas
1998, 2000); preverb and generic verb (Schultze-Berndt 2000); coverb and inflecting verb (Carr 2000); finite
verb and coverb (Reid 2000).

2	 Rumsey (2000) labels the aspect suffix -agarri continuative. I prefer the term habitual, for reasons explained
in §3.10.1.

3 Jaminjung (Schultze-Berndt 2000:123), for example, allows the coverb and the generic verb (auxiliary) to
be separated by a nominal on occasion. This phenomenon is not possible in Bunuba, nor in many other
Australian languages (McGregor 2002a:106).

4 The ten auxiliary roots each convey complex semantic information not easily glossed in a succinct way.
Therefore, throughout this thesis I represent each root in a form of its underlying representation which appears in
UPPER CASE. There are several homophonous roots which differ in transitivity value; intransitive form occurs
without any number whereas the transitive counterpart is assigned the number '2'. That is, RA is intransitive
whereas RA2 is transitive.

5	 Most examples of borrowings into Bunuba of this nature are best viewed as coming from Kriol, but
because English is Kriol's lexifier language' they have originated in English (see Dixon 1980:73).

6 In this example coverb reduplication occurs to the right of the lexical root. This is unusual since coverb
reduplication tends to be reduplication of the lexical root to the left (see Table 3-4 where all the examples show
partial reduplication to the left of the root, except for yathatha and wulala).

7	 Rumsey (2000) analyses a third possibility, that of an intermediate stage where for example, the coverbs
daliya `to name' and daliyba `to call, refer to as ' are separate coverbs which differ because of the semi-attached
-wa iterative suffix. In Rumsey (2000) daliyba and daliy are treated as distinct coverbs. This analysis is
supported by the English glosses Rumsey gives to these two coverbs. It seems that perhaps at some stage the
-wa suffix was readily segmentable but today there are two forms of the coverb rather than the more productive
suffixation.

8	 Although note transitivity and telicity are semantic components of each auxiliary root. They are further
discussed as part of the semantic description provided for each root in Chapter 4 (§4.3).

9	 See Appendix 6 for Tables with the full paradigm sets for each auxiliary root and every person/number
category.

10 For the conditioning on the form of RA, see Rumsey (2000:82).

11 The variation between these two forms is dialectal: /yha/ 'heavy', /ya/ 'light' (see §1.3.1).

12 I have elicited further examples of verbs with NA but these have all been simple verb constructions. I tried
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to include a few coverbs which should have been semantically compatible with NA such as, wula 'speak' or
waya 'call out', but these were rejected by the Bunuba speakers.

13 Ngan'gityemerri has an auxiliary 'say' which occurs as a formally transitive simple verb, as well as a
specifically reflexive/reciprocal 'say/do' auxiliary (Reid 2000:335-6).

14 The synchronic analysis of the pronominal prefixes does not allow for clear definition between A and 0
forms in every person/number category since they occur in contiguous positions within the verb template. If, as
in other Australian languages, such as Warrwa (McGregor 1994), the S or A pronominal morpheme occurs as a
prefix to the auxiliary root whereas the 0 morpheme occurs as a suffix to the root the forms may well have been
better preserved as distinct morphemes. As is shown in (§3.8.3) the occurrence of an inverse morpheme has
preserved the distinctiveness of the A and the 0 morphemes in certain parts of the person/number paradigm.

15 Rumsey lists this form as wurr- but in texts I have recorded I find the wirr- variant as well. I have been
unable to identify the reason for the distribution and so I present alternate forms in Table 3-8, the brackets imply
that the wirr- form is less common.

16 See McGregor (1990:112) for exactly the same syllable insertion rule for Gooniyandi. This morpheme is
also inserted in certain environments when RA2 is involved. The -gi- morpheme is homophonous with the gi-
present tense marker (§3.9.2), but morphologically appears to be quite distinct from it, being used to break up an
otherwise impermissible sequence of consonants (Rumsey 2000:90).

17 McGregor (1990:112) notes that there are two forms of this prefix in Gooniyandi with the difference lying
in whether the speaker is taking more care or not with their pronunciation: careful speech nggimbidd (cognate
with the Bunuba anggimbirr-) vs. casual speech ngimbidd (cognate with Bunuba ngimbirr-). Rumsey (2000:87)
describes the alternate forms as heavy vs light dialect variants.

18 See McGregor (1990:112) for the same situation with cognate forms of this pronominal prefix in Gooniyandi.

19 Rumsey (2000:106) and McGregor (1990) analyse this morpheme as perhaps a surviving trace of an old
accusative marker in the transitive pronominal prefixes of Bunuba and Gooniyandi, respectively. This strategy
for marking core grammatical roles within the cross-referencing system of verbs rather than through case
marking on NPs is a strategy common to many non-Pama-Nyungan languages (Blake 1987b:193). However,
there is one instance where the inverse morpheme would be expected to occur in the Bunuba but it does not:
when 3nsgA acts on 3sgO. According to McGregor (1993), the accusative marker in Kwini would appear in this
situation. It seems that this is a direct relationship but that the 0 is 0-. See Can- (2000:150) for a similar
argument regarding the evidence for inverse alignment vs accusative marking in Wunambal).

Evidence for the accusative origin of the -n marker may still linger in odd corners of the paradigm. For
example, prefix yun- (2sgA>3nsg0) could not be analysed as an inverse relationship according to the Bunuba-
specific hierarchy proposed. The -n may simply be a remnant of the older accusative system.

20 This analysis is an internal reconstruction based on the data available to me through the collection of
narratives and a little elicitation. The analysis is not an attempt to historically reconstruct an earlier form of
Bunuba, although perhaps some remnants of an earlier version of Bunuba remain.

21 For some reason, the non-past forms of the transitive prefixes don't show the inverse pattern as clearly.
However in one cell, 3nsgA>2sgO, the present tense form (and in fact the heavy dialectal alternative of the
pronominal prefix shows inverse marking more clearly than the past tense form.

22 See §3.9.7 for a discussion of the function of this suffix as a marker of 'exclusive'.

23 Reduplication of the coverb may also indicate a large number of participants undertaking the activity or
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process being described by the verb. This could be viewed as ITERATIVE aspects since a large number of
participants are enacting the same process; see Clendon (2000) for a similar approach.

24 The term telicity is used in this thesis carrying on from the employment of that term by Alan Rumsey in his
descriptions of Bunuba (1982b, 1994, 2000). Although this term is maintained within this work for reasons of
consistency, the reader should be aware of the unusual use of this term in this context. As pointed out by
McGregor to Rumsey (2000:76) the term usually applies to the clause rather than to a particular verb. Rumsey
states: "The clause can clearly be telic even when the verb itself is not inherently so... In Bunuba as in
Gooniyandi, the classification which is made by the choice among alternative verb roots [auxiliary roots]...
pertains to the verb only" (Rumsey 2000:76). It would appear that the continued use of the terms telic and atelic
are in fact innappropriate as pointed out by McGregor (who uses the term acksiontart where the auxiliary roots
(classifiers in McGregor's terminology) are divided into extendible and accomplishment which most accurately
map onto the terms used by Rumsey for Bunuba as atelic and telic respectively. However, as stated above, for
consistency the term telicity is maintained in this work.

25 The gloss 'chase' may appear to be atelic rather than telic but perhaps a better gloss would be 'chase down'
or 'chase and capture'. In the context of the narrative this is certainly the case. In the immediately following
sentence Billy Oscar states that the dogs bit the kangaroo that they were chasing. I checked with speakers
whether the combination of didiya and atelic RA2 was possible but it was rejected as an ungrammatical
collocation.

26 In the first example, the -wa ITERATIVE suffix also occurs. This suffix is not possible in the second example.
However, it is not the case that all atelic verbs co-occur with the ITERATIVE suffix (§3.4).

27 Obviously, in these examples there is no other interpretation for whether the number suffix refers to the A
in example 3-82 or the 0 in 3-83 as the other participant in each example is singular and could not possibly be
interpreted as non-singular. From the data available, it is not possible for me to determine whether these number
markers can truly apply to either position.

28 It is possible that forms with the /iyi/ vowel-glide-vowel sequence reduce to single /i/ vowel when these
pronominals occur as suffixes to the auxiliary root. However, I could not identify this as a regular feature of the
suffixed free form pronominals, and so I have not listed the forms as reduced. It would appear that this is an
optional feature, dependent on individual speakers.

Due to the fact that the free form oblique pronominal and the suffixed form do not differ in phonological
shape and that the position of the oblique suffix (certainly according to the data available to me) is for it to occur
at the end of the verbal auxiliary both suggest that the oblique pronoun is not actually a verbal suffix but rather is
a free form word with tightly restricted word order positioning. That is, it must occur immediately after the
verbal auxiliary (and any clause-level enclitics must occur after that). However, the status of this pronominal
needs further investigation. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, oblique pronominals remain labelled as
oblique pronominal suffixes, albeit with a note of caution.
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